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Roberto Machado NoaGetty Images Universal Studios Hollywood and Universal Orlando Resort have extended their closures until at least 31 December. until 1 May due to the coronavirus pandemic. Closings include theme parks and Universal CityWalks in both parks, as well as Universal Orlando Resort hotels. We know that coronavirus (COVID-19) has affected many parts of your life – including your
travel and holiday plans, and we are eager to welcome you back to our theme parks and destinations when the time comes, the company said in a statement. For now, we need to put the health and safety of our guests and team members first and we will continue to take guidance from health agencies and government officials. If you have a ticket to the date the Universal Studios Hollywood theme park is
closed (March 14 to May 31), it will be automatically extended until December 18, 2020. But if you can't visit this time period, you can use the value of an unused ticket for a new purchase. Un expired disposable tickets and multi-day tickets to Universal Orlando Resort are valid on any day for 365 days from the date of purchase, but non-expired multi-day tickets must be used within seven days of the first
day of use. In both locations, all fully paid annual or season passes are extended to the number of closed days in theme parks. Want to experience Wizarding World of Harry Potter at home? You can ride harry potter and the Forbidden Journey from your couch, take free Hogwarts online classes and try to solve Hogwarts' virtual escape room. You can also visit the Harry Potter At Home Centre to do
quizzes, read articles and listen to Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone for free. Follow House Beautiful on Instagram. This content is created and maintained by a third party and will be imported to this page so that users can provide their email address. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io theme parks are fun, but can be tireless on grandparents' feet and
little ones' feet. Universal Studios Hollywood is a good choice for all generations because it has certain features that make it easier to negotiate than other theme parks. Read my general theme park tips for grandparents and then get ready to enjoy Universal! If you visit Universal Studios in the summer, pay for Front of Line passes. You're going to be glad you did it. Front of Line passes give you instant
access to all rides and shows. It is true that you may have to wait about ten minutes with other passport holders, and you still have a plan for which programs you want to see and be in the right place at the same time. However, through Front of Line passports it is possible to see the whole park a day, even in summer. Many consider the Front of the Line infinitely better than Disney's Fast Pass. This is due
to: that Universal sells Front of the Line entry to only 10% of visitors, while every Disney visitor can get Quick passports. It is true that Universal's passports cost significantly more than regular entry. Still, when you look at the cost of getting into the park and the associated expenses, the pop-up of Front of the Line passes to make it more enjoyable just makes sense. Buy them online. If you wait to get to the
park, they can be sold out. Learn more about getting tickets. A more expensive option is the VIP Tour, which offers you unlimited Front of the Line access, two meals, valet parking and a personal tour. At almost three times the price of regular admission, it is not an option for many. J.K. Rowling fans are rightly thrilled with the second location of Harry Potter's Wizarding World in the UNITED States, which
opened in April 2016. This is very much like the Orlando version with a few key differences. The Hollywood version lacks hogwarts express and diagonkus, although the latter may be added later. On the minus side, opening the Harry Potter attraction certainly means larger crowds and longer lines. But if you're in the west of the United States, at least you've got a wizarding world a little closer than Orlando.
The feature that sets Universal Studios apart from other theme parks is the Studio Tour. Occupying an hour part, it consists of a rest ride on the tram - restful, unlike when King Kong threatens tourists. You might think younger grandchildren find the tour boring. Wrong! While they're unlikely to be thrilled with features like Munsters House and Bates Hotel, the tour includes exciting pieces on nostalgic sites,
keeping everyone entertained. You may experience flooding, survive an earthquake at a metro station and dodge aching cars in a quick and furious scenario. The most hyped part of the tour is Peter Jackson's King Kong 360 3-D. Tram drives between two curved screens, the equivalent of 16 regular movie screens, and passengers witness an epic battle between King Kong and T-Rex. Production values
are very high, but looking at the film from the tram dilutes the effect slightly. Action takes place on both sides, but it is impossible to look at both sides at once. The King Kong attraction may be a little overhyped, but Studio Tour lives up to its reputation as the soul of Universal Studios. Don't miss it. The theme park's dining experiences can be almost nightmarish. Some theme park restaurants now take
reservations and can be almost impossible to access without them. Other restaurants are so crowded and chaotic that it feels like your food has been thrown at you. And it doesn't even go to the quality of the food. Realizing, perhaps, that people really preferred to eat outside the park, Universal developed CityWalk, a three-block long area of restaurants, shops and entertainment venues right next to
Universal Studios. The hotel has about 30 restaurants. Some of them may be full, but it's busy restaurant restaurant No amusement park madness. And yes, they are mainly chain restaurants like Bubba Gump and Hard Rock, but they are real restaurants where grandparents can catch their breath. (Disney has a similar foundation to Disneyland and Walt Disney World with downtown Disney.) In addition to
the Walking Dead feature, Universal Studios adds another touch of macabre. It already had a mummy ride, a favorite of many, and a House of Horrors. These sights can be too scary for young people. Tamer's favorites are The Simpsons, an amazing ride simulator with Simpsons brand humor, and Jurassic Park, which makes you wet. Shrek 4D is another favorite. In 2012, Despicable Me Minion Mayhem, a
3D ride that has received good reviews, was added to the park. Universal Studios Hollywood's physical appearance gives it a slightly different air. The main difference is the division of the park into Upper Plot and Lower Plot. The lower batch is smaller and further from the entrance, so it is a little quieter. The escalators that take you down the hill give you a good view of the surrounding area and are easy on
your feet at the same time. It was as if Universal had grandchildren and grandparents in mind from the start. Our supplier independently researches, tests and recommends the best products and services; read more about our review process here. We may receive rewards for purchases made from our selected links. 01/ 09 Courtesy of Hilton Los Angeles / Universal City The 4-star Hilton Los
Angeles/Universal City is not the coolest hotel on this list and is not the cheapest. However, if being close to Universal Studios Hollywood is your top priority, it can't be beaten. It is located a block from the entrance to the attraction and offers a free shuttle bus - something particularly convenient for families with young children and people with reduced mobility. All rooms have comfortable Hilton Serenity
beds, a TV, fridge and coffee maker. Please note that you will charge a fee for the Internet unless you are a Hilton Honors member. Upgrade to a suite with added luxry, such as a bathtub and a separate living and working area. Children and adults love the heated outdoor pool with hot tub and private cabanas. There is an on-site fitness center, and if you are travelling on business trips, you will be
pampered with a choice when it comes to the meeting room. Rento Cafe Sierra Restaurant serves a varied selection of Chinese, Californian and continental dishes. For craft beers and cocktails, you can go to the glass-roofed Atrium Lounge. 02/09 Courtesy of Holiday Inn Express North Hollywood - Burbank Area Holiday Inn Express North Hollywood - Burbank Area is an eight-minute drive from Universal
Studios. Standard rooms start at around $142 a night and are surprisingly luxurious with a 39-inch HD TV, premium bedding, pillow menu and Keurig coffee Free high-speed internet and a free hot breakfast buffet will help keep holiday costs down. You can also pamper yourself with free coffee in the lobby, and the kids will eat for free. The hotel does not have a restaurant for lunch or dinner. However, all
rooms have a microwave and mini fridge, so you can make a snack at any time of the day. Alternatively, TripAdvisor reviewers confirm that there are several trendy but affordable NoHo eateries within easy walking distance. In between studio tours, you can enjoy LA sunshine by the hotel's heated outdoor pool or maintain your fitness regime in the free gym. 03/09 Courtesy of Petit Ermitage Is a few minutes'
walk from the Sunset Strip and Petit Ermitage, about 6.2 miles from Universal Studios Hollywood, is ideal for adults who are exotic. It is a bohemian shrine with shabby chic décor and a stunning roof garden. The latter is the urban Eden, where hummingbirds and butterflies fly between fragrant trellises and the garden, growing fresh herbs and vegetables for use in the hotel kitchen. Meals are served with
frescoes, Italians, Japanese and Egyptian influences. There is also a heated saltwater swimming pool on the roof, a sunken fire pit that serves as a screening ground for outdoor films, and the Butterfly Bar, an atmospheric place for evening cocktails. The small price of an amusement park justifies nightly live entertainment on the roof and daily yoga at Firedeck. There are several types of suites to choose
from, all with Venetian plaster walls, original art and a working fireplace. Arrange a spa service in the suite, you can go to the honorary bar or relax with Egyptian cotton decks. 04/09 Courtesy of Magic Castle Hotel Magic Castle Hotel is notoriously family friendly and stands out for its exemplary service and. It is located a block north of Hollywood Boulevard, a 7-minute drive from Universal Studios and within
walking distance of other family attractions such as the Walk of Fame and the TCL Chinese Theatre. After the morning sights, the clan can cool off in the 24-hour courtyard pool. Five or six people sleep in one- and two-bedroom suites respectively. Both suites feature a fully equipped kitchen and dining area, and free Wi-Fi, an iHome docking station and a TV with free HBO entertain children. This hotel
offers additional amenities: free laundry facilities, a free continental breakfast and a 24-hour free snack bar. Soft serving ice cream is available every afternoon, and there is a juice ice phone by the pool. With so much food on offer, you probably don't mind that there is no formal restaurant. Staying here gives automatic access to child-friendly weekend specialties at the legendary Magic Castle Club. Proceed
to 5 of the 9 below. Sunset Tower Hotel is designed in And it's become a sunset boulevard landmark. John John Marilyn Monroe, Elizabeth Taylor and Frank Sinatra were all past residents, and the hotel continues to channel hollywood's golden age romance. With only 81 rooms, it's an intimate choice that TripAdvisor reviewers love for its glamour and attention to detail. Rooms and suites are private
shrines with a stylish cream and chocolate colour scheme, custom artwork and floor-to-ceiling windows. Spend sunny afternoons by the retro pool with your loved one. Spa by Joanna Vargas offers luxurious massages, facials and body treatments; For a more exclusive experience, spa sessions can be arranged in the room. During the day, the Terrace Bar offers casual dining by the pool. In the evenings,
the iconic Tower Bar and Restaurant offers a landscape of romance with wood-paneled walls, cosy narrow and fireplace. It is loved by current celebrities and specializes in fine American food. 06/09 Courtesy Of The Jeremy West Hollywood 1 Hotel West Hollywood is just a 5-minute walk from Sunset Tower Hotel and just over 5 miles from Universal Studios. The celebration of minimalist SoCal architecture
is defined by abundant natural wood and bare concrete, as well as seamlessly flowing interiors and outdoor spaces. All rooms and suites are ruined by Egyptian cotton linens, floor-to-ceiling windows and decadent marble accents. If luxury isn't second to none, book a night in the sprawling Canyon House Suite; its fully furnished, entangle terrace offers some of the best views of the city. The views are a
trademark of 1 Hotel West Hollywood and you can enjoy them from the pool deck and the magical Harriet's Rooftop. Later charms with spring lighting, plenty of greenery and stylish striped furniture. Come to sunset cocktails or light bites such as salads and sushi rolls. A 24-hour fitness center and 10,000 square feet of tech-styling meeting space are also available. 07/09 Courtesy of Dream Hollywood
Hollywood Hollywood Boulevard block north and Sunset Boulevard a block to the south, the very cool Dream Hollywood puts you at the center of the city's action. Designed to celebrate loving singles and socialising, the modernist hotel is full of architectural flourishes worthy of Instagram. Rooftop lounge and barbecue Highlight Room is a place with a sparkling pool and private cabanas. At night, it turns into
a club with breathtaking views of the Hollywood sign. Start the evenings at the Tao Asian Bistro or dinner under a double roof and with a 20-foot skylight at the hearty Beauty &amp; Essex restaurant. All 178 rooms and suites overlook the downtown skyline or the Hollywood Hills through full-length windows. High-tech technology includes a smart TV, free Wi-Fi and an iPad to order 24-hour room service,
and the minibar brings You. The gym and on-demand hair and makeup services ensure you always look your best. 08 / 09 Courtesy Courtesy Loews Hollywood Hotel Loews Hollywood Hotel is located behind the TCL Chinese Theatre and a 6-minute drive from Universal Studios. It has everything a well-heeled business traveler may need, including free Wi-Fi and a 24-hour FedEx Business Center. Two
ballrooms and 11 break rooms offer options if you're looking for a business conference or board meeting place. The hotel has 628 rooms and suites and has plenty of room for activities. All rooms have a spacious work desk, laptop safe and USB charging ports. The Keurig coffee machine gives you your first caffeine fix before an early meeting, while a 37-inch HD TV will help you relax later. The hotel has a
selection of eateries, including Bodega for coffee and snacks and H2 Kitchen &amp; Bar for late-night networking or watching the game on the big screen media wall. When you're not working, clear your head with a session in the gym or yoga studio or work on your sun by the rooftop pool. Continue to 9 of the nine below. 09/09 Boasting stunning Spanish colonial revival décor and an A-list pedigree dating
back to 1927, Hollywood Roosevelt was the venue for the first ever Academy Awards ceremony. Located on Hollywood Boulevard, it once hosts Marilyn Monroe and remains a favorite celebrity hangout today. The hotel has several restaurants and bars, including the 60s-style Tropicana Pool &amp; Café, which serves American cuisine by david hockney's rooftop pool, and The Spare Room – a Prohibition
cocktail lounge with vintage bowling alley. Those interested in the history of the hotel should choose a room in the original tower (although the modern pool cabanas are also beautiful). Tower rooms are defined by elegant wooden floors, four posters and Spanish leather accents. Smart TVs with room casting meet modern connectivity expectations. For a truly memorable stay, book a three-level penthouse
suite; it was once home to Clark Gable and Carole Lombard and includes a rooftop terrace with stunning views of the Hollywood sign. Sign.
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